
PRIMEdge® Debuts New Sharpness Tester PST-100, Providing 
Unprecedented Control and Quality Enhancement of Plant-Wide  
Cutting-Edge Sharpness

Periodic knife/cutting edge testing boosts overall sharpness scores and enhances sustainability of 
sharpening programs

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, Jan. 2, 2023 
Periodically testing the sharpness of cutting edges emerging from centralized, in-plant sharpening 
operations is a critical ongoing analysis that can significantly boost and maintain knife productivity, 
yields and safety throughout your plant. 

Creating that performance boost is an even more daunting task in today’s knife sharpening operations 
where new sharpening department personnel are frequently added, and training is an ongoing reality. 
In the face of these problems, PRIMEdge has engineered and manufactured a technology that quickly 
and precisely evaluates the entire cutting edge of a freshly sharpened blade, providing feedback to the 
operator.

“Development of an easy-to-use, reliably rugged, truly precision knife sharpness tester required 
generations of hands-on sharpening experience coupled with out-of-box thinking, engineering and 
teamwork.” said PRIMEdge President Alexander Cozzini. “We know that significant problems cannot 
be solved with the same mindset that helped create them in the first place. Thinking beyond putting 
razor-sharp edges on cutting edges, we set out to build the PST-100. Along the way, the development 
of our new sharpness tester also became a test of PRIMEdge’s commitment to sustainably increasing 
the level of razor-sharp cutting edges throughout our customers plants.”
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“For us, the PST-100 Sharpness Tester is quality enhancement and management control on steroids. 
Our new unit helps take cutting edge sharpening programs to the next level.”

• Provides accurate, objective, and reliable monitoring of your sharpening program
• Capable of evaluating a wide range of blade types, from hand knives to machine cutting blades
• Output of results include a sharpness rating down the length of the edge, a geometric profile of 
the blade and a compiled score comparable to industry standards

• Simple Mounting System: no adjustments required with respect to different handles
• No blade alignment necessary
• Guaranteed accurate results, not affected by the impact of the blade tip on the test media 
substrate

• Graphic test results provide a colored profile to visually determine problematic points at a glance
• Each test is linked to a QR code provided with the media substrate, transferable on a key or an 
external system upon customer request

PRIMEdge will exhibit the simplicity of operation and benefits of its new Sharpness Tester at the 
upcoming International Production & Processing Expo (IPPE). We look forward to providing you 
with a detailed demonstration of how our proprietary technology is raising the bar of knife sharpness 
throughout the Meat and Poultry Industry. 

Georgia World Congress Center, Atlanta Georgia, January 24-26, 2023 
PRIMEdge booth number: C13533
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